This PDF file includes: Table S1 . An overview of PdBT compared to several commonly used in situ hydrogel crosslinkers. References (38-40) 1 H NMR spectra are compared between two constituent starting materials, PGA-PEG-PGA and but-2-yne-1,4-dithiol, and the final synthesized crosslinker, PdBT. Peaks are identified consistently between spectra using the letters a-g. (B)
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13 C NMR spectra are compared between PdBT and starting materials, PGA-PEG-PGA and but-2-yne-1,4-dithiol. Peaks are identified consistently between spectra using the letters a-h. Fig. S2 . Measurement of biomolecule incorporation using DMMB and Coomassie blue assays. Assays were performed for CS/PdBT, BMPm/PdBT, and NC/PdBT using standards of known macromer concentrations in PBS at pH 7.4. Standard curves are shown (top) with points reported as means ± standard deviation for a sample size of n=3. The leached biomolecule concentrations, and their corresponding percentages of mass retention inside the hydrogels (bottom) are reported as means ± standard deviation for a sample size of n=3. 6.41 PGA Units/PdBT group, * indicates statistical significance of 4.86 PGA Units/PdBT group vs. 7.57 PGA Units/PdBT group, and † indicates statistical significance of 6.41 PGA Units/PdBT group vs. 7.57 PGA Units/PdBT group at a given timepoint. Data are reported as means ± standard deviation for a sample size of n=3. Fig. S4 . GPC standard curve. Curve was obtained using narrowly dispersed 450, 2500, 10225, 30250, 44000, and 78300 Da PEG standards dissolved in 100mM NaNO 3 . Points are reported as means ± standard deviation for a sample size of n=3. Table S1 . An overview of PdBT compared to several commonly used in situ hydrogel crosslinkers. PdBT possesses many of the favorable characteristics and requirements of traditional crosslinkers, such as cytocompatibility, hydrolytic degradability, and fast reaction kinetics, while novelly enabling tissue-specific biological cues from the crosslinker itself by its prefunctionalization with tissue-specific biomolecules such as peptides and glycosaminoglycans. 
